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Acrylic glass – in a completely new light: 
A fascinating material with boundless opportunities!

All of our meshes and inlays are captured inside the acrylic and float between 
the poles of visually-soft materiality and solid transparency. Benefit from these 

special properties for a surprisingly wide range of possible applications.

Let yourself be inspired. This little flyer just shows a small sample of our 
applications and serves as an inspiration of how to apply » acrylic couture® « 

In this way the perfect setting for shine & shimmer, light & shade, colours & shapes is created. 
Through unique nanoparticles in the acrylic glass this extraordinary material composition makes it 

possible to achieve intensely radiant effects – especially in the presence of light and LED technology. 

Profit from this prizewinning material for creating sensational wall-cladding, exclusive 
pieces of furniture or for your individual design projects as each panel is hand-made 

and unique, a precious piece of art, incomparable and stunningly beautiful.

We look forward to receiving your ideas and your challenges 
and are at your complete disposal for your project planning.

Let yourself be transported away into the incomparable 
design worlds of » acrylic couture® «

winner of „Best of the Best“ 
at interzum award 2013 

honoured by 
German Design Council

honoured by materials library 
“raumPROBE”

awarded by 
iF design awards 2014

nominated by 
German Design Council



Impressive, for a very warm welcome ...

» VENTO «

... for heavenly sleep, ...

This is the stuff sweet dreams are made of ... Inspirational, dramatic effects 
are distinguishing attributes of the materials that go into the making of acrylic 
couture. The creation of this Elysian bed enables these characteristics to shine.

Emphasized by a beautiful wooden frame reminiscent of an ancient harp, this 
design of poetic elegance transports us to a land of transcendental mythology 
and bliss.

„ELYSIAN DREAM“, Design study by Christoph Lowitz

AMONTI & LUNARIS, Wellness Resort, South Tyrol / Italy

The entry hall of the award-winning »Wellnesshotel of the Year 2018« was enhanced 
by a curved acrylic couture wrapped reception desk, which features a specially woven 
copper metal mesh fabric. The beauty of this material integrates wonderfully in the 
overall architectural concept and emphasizes the impressive characteristics.

Take advantage of acrylic couturè s strikingly beautiful possibilities to create lasting 
first impressions.

» CANCELLO «



... as a stunning detail, ...

» LIZARD «

» VENTO «

... for culinary flights of fancy, ...

Valued guests, we extend our most heartfelt welcome into the cockpit of 
this fantastic dream-kitchen, in which lighting and material concepts are 
beautifully coordinated. This design proposal was awarded First Prize for 
Kitchen Design of the Year 2016 by the South Australian HIA.

Fasten your sealbelts for takeoff and enjoy a trip to a world of fabulous 
visual and culinary delights with us!

DESIGN BY TANIA KLOESTER, TK DESIGN / Australia

EIFELRESIDENZ, planning office: Bulthaup Blaser & Höfer GmbH, Cologne / Germany

The enriching qualities of acrylic couture`s material shine masterfully in 
these exquisitely designed and generously outfitted bath and spa areas. 
Color-coordinated walls and luxurious semi-transparent room dividers 
separate the spaces. The material captured in this design is a classy 
Italian woven metal mesh.



» CANCELLO «

... for the most sensuous atmosphere, ...

In this elegant, tastefully furnished restaurant, it is the smart 
combination of interior elements that thrills. For culinary delight 
and passionate moments of exclusive and appealing moments! 
Inspiringly arranged features create a cosy, comfortable and 
exceptional atmosphere for all gourmets and lovers of the particular.

Like shown here, in one of the most contemporary pharmacies in Europe, 
subtle and shiny details result in an effective, brilliant interior decoration. 
The prismatic back-wall, made of our precious and glamorous design 
CANCELLO Gold, unfolds its great impact with alchemistic attraction.

... made of precious ingredients, ...

» CANCELLO «
ZWEISINN MEIERS | BISTRO | FINE DINING, Nürnberg / Germany

AESCULAP PHARMACY, Neumünster / Germany



» CANCELLO «

DESIGN: KIM DUFFIN / Australia

This prize winning design was created for the „KBDi Australian Kitchen Award 2015“. 
The central element was covered with wave-like metal fabrics, embedded in acrylic. 
A spectacular fine-tuned lighting system makes it possible to set the scene effectively 
with a wonderful and magic 3-D impact.

...with exceptional taste, ...

The acustic component of our collection shows this opulent example 
– representing the various technical possibilities for processing 
and bending and thus the variety of application possibilities of our 
material. This provides the opportunity to arouse visual lightness 
and dynamics, due to verve, shape and composition.

... as a soaring composition, ...

» VENTO «

“CRYSTAL GRAND PIANO” / cooperation with: Crystal Music Company



... as a brilliant highlight, ...

Whether as an optical enticement in a shop window, a splendid presentation area 
in a shop, or for extraordinary displays. That´s how sensational worlds of experience 
are created and shops are transformed in a striking way. Adapted lighting concepts 
emphasize, like shown in this example, the fascinating impression of this material.

MICHAEL HILL JEWELLER, Easton / USA

... as a rare jewel, ...

» VENTO «

» CANCELLO «

A dramatically lustrous play of light marks this beautiful show-kitchen 
in an elegant Mövenpick Hotel. » acrylic couture® « specialty designs 
convey fascinating and sensual impressions – perfect eyecatchers for 
your restaurant, hotel or club interior design projects!

MÖVENPICK HOTEL DU LAC, Tunis / Tunisia



» ETOILE «

Kick off, let the game begin. An unconventional impulse and suddenly an 
ordinary item is transformed into a sparkling piece of work in a completely 
new, hip quality. Because of the used material this conversion to a potential 
lifestyle icon is possible and maybe soon, also your product innovation can 
be raised to Champions League ...

 

... for the very cool moments, ...

» ETOILE «

... with divine elegance, ...

The Dining- and Bar Lounge, high up in the roof-top gallery of this 
luxury hotel inspires its guests with a fascinating panorama and an 
incredible interior design. Using our design ETOILE Ice, there could be 
set numerous visual and extraordinary highlights: Specially developed 
light elements on the ceiling unite crystalline brightness with style 
and elegance and a semi-transparent room partition provides a great 
setting for the exclusive live-action-cooking area.

THE PRINCE GALLERY,  DINING & BAR-5* Hotel, Tokyo-Kioicho / Japan



... as an inspiring fountain of youth, ...

This material displays all its attractions and water-resistant properties 
stunningly when applied in spa- and wellness-areas. Like shown here, 
where numerous panels are arranged like archaic steles and set up a precious 
paravent-ensemble. With » acrylic couture® « you are able to put emphasis on 
individual spa furnishing – a great source of inspiration and possibilities.

» ETOILE «

GRAND HOTEL QUELLENHOF, Bad Ragaz / Switzerland

» LIZARD «

HOTEL INTERCONTINENTAL, Davos / Switzerland

The sublime reception area of this first class hotel was enhanced by 
an extensive, noble wall cladding. Smooth and filigree effects arise 
thanks to the fine and shimmering pattern of the embedded metal 
fabric. The sensational result: a graceful and representative spatial 
impact down to the smallest detail.

 

... as a subtle refinement, ...



... as a visual delicacy à la carte, ...

DESIGN: ALEX NORMAN, BRILLIANT SA. / Australia

» MALACHITE «

Dinner is served!

Do you like spirit and spice for walls and space, colourful and delicate 
like shown in this example? Or do you prefer a subtle and filigree 
fine-tuned arrangement? Whether courageous or gentle – in our 
ingredients list we offer the exceptional for any individualist. 

... in expectation of overwhelming happiness, ...
Joyful events demand a worthy setting!

Until the long-awaited vehicle handover, the distinguished clientele 
spends their waiting time inside the redesigned BMW Premium pickup 
lounge – by assembling stylish separation walls made of CANCELLO 
Copper, the exclusive waiting area could be staged in a spectacular way.

» CANCELLO «

BMW WELT – PREMIUM PICKUP LOUNGE Munich / Germany



... like a stairway to heaven, ...

What an entry -  Hollywood could not have done it better! This spiral staircase 
illustrates beautifully how impressive design statements are made. 

High-grade acrylic sheets can be shaped, are solid and water-resistant. 
Perfect for a grand atmosphere with great visual allure.

» VENTO «

» NATTÉ «

... as a graceful appearance, ...

In collaboration with our partner company we provide full service to create 
lighting, accessoires and furnishings. All creations are enhanced with acrylic 
couture elements – as in this case with » Natté «, a design which is part of our 
exquisite Alchimia Collection.

An exceptionally captivating piece is this refined pendant lamp. It features 
individual circuits, which can be individually controlled, lending ever-changing 
effects to the materials and  the ambiance of your space. 

UNerlaubt – Möbel & Licht / Germany

„STAIRWAY“, created by Christoph Lowitz / Germany



... as a glorious piece of art, ...

The strength of character of our collection encourages in an amazing 
way the efficiency of artists, designers and architects. This leads 
to incomparable product developments such as this artistic feat. 
Benefit from this inspiring power of  » acrylic couture® « to realize 
your individual projects and extraordinary unique items.

» FIOCCHI «

CABINET „PROMETEO“designed by SoFarSoNear Studio for LLAB, Mailand / Italy

... or as a breathtaking eye catcher! 

DENTIST’S SURGERY “MUNDSCHMIEDE“, Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler / Germany

» CANGIANTE «

Marvel at the unique wondrous properties transformed 
by this material which can be used as a special feature 
or simply as a work of art with magic attraction.



Exemplary
See for yourself the uniqueness 
and magic of » acrylic couture® «. 
Experience the astonishing appeal 
and effect of depth which this cat-
alogue is unfortunately only able to 
reproduce to a limited extent.

Our box of samples can be ordered by 
telephone: +49 (0)26 42 - 9 07 88-30. 
Here you can request further information 
and/or individual advice without obligation. 
Simply call us - we look forward to 
hearing from you!

For more information and the 
latest application examples, we 
invite you to visit our website at:

www.acrylic-couture.com

Facts & Formats:
Standard formats: C: 2000 mm x 1000 mm  
  D: 1950 mm x 1150 mm

Special formats:  E: 2400 mm x 1000 mm 
  F: 3500 mm x 1000 mm 
  G: 3000 mm x 1200 mm

Special productions on request

Please note! Each sheet is handmade and unique! 
As a result, the structure, folds, colour compositions 

and silhouettes may deviate slightly from the 
designs presented in the catalogue.

Our terms and conditions apply: www.acrylic-couture.com

Highest quality acrylic glass made in Italy: 

• manufactured in the EU under EU rules and standards

• produced out of optical-class methyl methacrylate 
virgin monomer only

• modified with special nanoparticles for the extremely 
efficient scattering and reflection of light

• „cross-linked“ polymers for higher resistance 
to scratching and many chemicals compared to 
conventional PMMA

• 10 years guarantee on UV-resistance against 
yellowing for external use

• 30 years guarantee against reduced transparency

• 100-year guarantee against polymer degradation 
due to very high molecular weight

• best quality in regard to physical and mechanical 
properties

• all ingredients of our acrylic are neither carcinogenic, 
nor mutagenic and thus nonhazardous to health

• our acrylic contains no substances/chemicals, 
which are listed on the dangerous R.E.A.C.H. 
and SVHC-regulation

• our acrylic is manufactured without the use of any 
plasticizer, particularly no phthalates

• eco-friendly, as panels are produced in a low, 
energy consuming way

• recyclable 

 Detailed, technical information you find on 
our product Datasheets, which we would 
send on request.  
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acrylic couture® 

 
Ringofenstraße 3 

D-53424 Remagen-Kripp / Germany

Telephone +49 (0)26 42-9 07 88-30 
Telefax +49 (0)26 42-9 07 88-32

 info@acrylic-couture.com 
www.acrylic-couture.com


